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The purpose of this qualitative research study was to 

explore the characteristics of a learning experience that 

helps both preschoolers and pre-service educators learn 

about wind energy efficiently and effectively. Furthermore, 

this study intended to explore pre-service educators’ 

perceptions of planning and implementing a wind energy 

learning experience for preschoolers; with specific 

emphasis on the most effective characteristics of that 

learning experience for the learners involved.

Purpose Statement:



Research Questions

Central Research Question: 

What characteristics of a learning experience help 

students learn about energy efficiently, effectively, and 

long term?

SRQ1: How do preschool students perceive wind energy?

SRQ2: How do pre-service educators perceive planning and 

implementing energy education for young children?

SRQ3: What characteristics of the learning experience 

most effectively facilitate preschoolers’ schema 

about wind energy?



Sample
The co-researchers of the proposed study represented two organizations: 

Amy Lindgren (Concordia University Wisconsin). 10 pre-service educators enrolled in ED 357: 

Methods of Science and Environment in Early Childhood. 

Scott Boris (Christ the Life Lutheran Preschool). 17 preschoolers in the Thursday morning class 

participated initially in Spring 2020. Due to COVID complications, a slightly different group of 

12 preschoolers participated in Wind Day and final data collection in Summer 2020. 



1. Pre-Reflection and Post-Reflection Tools: 

Wind Energy Teaching Experience

2. Pre-Interview Drawing: Preschool Wind

Learning Experience

3. Post-Interview Drawing: Preschool Wind

Learning Experience

4. Early Childhood Lesson Plan Template –

Modified for ELS Wind 

Experience 

KEEP Activity Basis:

Theme 1: We Need Energy – Wind – “Sun, Wind, and Water” pp. 47-

49

Theme 2: Developing Energy Resources – “Waterwheels, Windmills, 

and Turbines” pp. 117-119

Data Collection Tools
Initial Research 

Methodology Plan:
✓ End of January 2020: Introduce Research and Teaching Project: “Wind Day” 
✓ Beginning of February 2020: Pre-Service Educators will complete Pre-

Reflection Tool. Co-researchers will generate preliminary analysis.
✓ February 13, 2020: Visit #1. Pre-service educators will visit host preschool 

and conduct site visit and observations. Each pre-service educator will 
complete the Pre-Interview Drawing with 2-3 preschoolers. 

✓ March/Early April 2020: Pre-Service Educators will submit Pre-Interview 
Drawings for analysis. Co-researchers will generate preliminary analysis of 
wind energy knowledge. Pre-service students will generate lesson plans and 
materials for “Wind Day.” This will be a collaborative learning experience as 
the candidates refine their mini-lessons and informal, formative assessment 
tools. 

✓ April 30, 2020: Visit #2 – “Wind Day.” Pre-school educators will be 
responsible to collaboratively facilitate the entire sequence of “Wind Day” 
mini lessons for a small group of preschoolers. 

✓ Beginning of May 2020: Pre-Service Educators will complete Post-Reflection 
Tool for the wind energy teaching experience. Co-researchers will generate 
analysis. Pre-Service Educators will complete preschoolers’ Post-Interview 
Drawings and submit drawings for analysis. 

✓ May/June 2020: Co-researchers will generate analysis, results, and 
conclusions related to the stated research questions. 



Methodology Adjustments - COVID

Wind Day on April 30, 2020, was canceled because all pre-service educators and 

preschoolers transitioned to distance learning.

Pre-Service Educator COVID Modifications:

Virtual Lessons using the Merged Plan

Lessons Recorded on Zoom and Peer Review

Post-Reflection Tool Completed

Preschool and Wind Day Event Modifications:

Wind Day was Rescheduled for June 29, 2020

Modified group of Preschool Participants

Wind Day Event followed Merged Plan and was taught by the Co-Researchers

Post-Interviews and Drawings were Completed

Data Analysis, Findings, and Conclusions generated in Summer 2020



Data Analysis Plan

Central Research Question: What characteristics of a learning experience help students learn 
about energy efficiently, effectively, and long term?

Sub-Research Question Tools Analyzed to Address Question

SR1: How do preschool students perceive 
wind energy?

• Pre-Interview Drawing and Dictation
• Post-Interview Drawing and Dictation
• Anecdotal Notes and Assessments “Wind Day”

SR2: How do pre-service educators 
perceive planning and implementing 
energy education for young children?

• Pre-Reflection: Wind Day Teaching Experience
• Post-Reflection: Wind Day Teaching Experience

SR3: What characteristics of the learning 
experience most effectively facilitate 
preschoolers’ schema about wind energy?

• Pre-Reflection: Wind Day Teaching Experience
• Post-Reflection: Wind Day Teaching Experience
• Anecdotal Notes and Assessments “Wind Day”



Initial 

Research & 

Observation 

Visit

February 13, 

2020



ED 357 Wind Day Planning and

Brainstorming Session based on Initial Data
March 2020



ED 357 Wind 

Day Merged 

Plan 
Created: April 2020

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10t6XKs

S8i1I2a6OiYJgf37MB5Wnvyy1v/view?us

p=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10t6XKsS8i1I2a6OiYJgf37MB5Wnvyy1v/view?usp=sharing


ED 357 

Wind Day:

Pictures of 

Virtual 

Teaching on 

Zoom
April 30, 2020





• Activities that are multimodal and multisensory, such as searching for the wind and discovering evidences of 

wind. This is especially important since wind is invisible and abstract for young children.

• Developmentally appropriate exploration and hands-on activities at stations; in which the teacher can flexibly 

facilitate, discuss, observe, and model the content with a small group of learners.

• Authentic and hands-on experiences that intentionally consider and build on the children’s prior schema. 

• Fun and creative opportunities to use simple tools and play with the concept; in this case capes, pinwheels, 

bubbles, wind painting, and wind cars.

• When learning builds from foundational to complex, starting with a basic definition of wind and culminating 

with the problem solving and critical thinking required to participate in a STEM activity using wind cars.

• Activities that are transferable and can be repeated at home or another day to increase the child’s depth of 

knowledge.

• The use of developmentally appropriate and kid-friendly language to teach vocabulary and to facilitate the 

development of key content.

Conclusions: 
SRQ3: What characteristics of the learning experience most 

effectively facilitate preschoolers’ schema about wind energy?



Initial Findings: 

Preschoolers’ 

Understanding 

of Wind
February 13, 2020

Wind is scary or strong like a windstorm or monster. Recognition of wind when it is 

strong, but lacking full understanding of different strengths of wind. 

Lacking understanding that there is always some wind and that wind is related to 

weather, that is changing all the time.
Confusion about the definition of wind. Wind is abstract because it is invisible and 

the children struggle to recognize it.

Wind moves things. Children need chances to find the wind outside by noticing how 

things move and to make their own wind that moves things. 
Children need to explore capturing the wind to make things move; catching the wind 

to experience its strength and how it moves things; and attempting to use the wind to 

produce energy or make things move.  



June 29, 2020

Comparative Findings: Preschoolers’ Increased Understanding of Wind

• Can state a definition of wind as air that blows. There is some recognition of the origin of 

wind and how wind relates to weather or clouds.
• Recognition that wind is all around, not just high up in the sky. 

• Less fear of wind, although the connection between wind and storms lingers. Wind can be 

unpredictable but rather than fear, it is fun to play with wind.

• Wind moves or blows things and people. You can use your senses to see and feel wind.

• Recognition that wind is invisible. Drawings demonstrate the impact of wind on objects 
rather an attempt to draw invisible wind. Students recognize that wind is depicted in books 

but that it is not seen in real life.

• More recognition of types of wind such as a cold wind or a strong wind. Children used a 

variety of descriptors and attempted to draw various strengths of wind, although an 
emphasis on strong wind remains.

• Beginning knowledge of measuring the strength of the wind using tools. Wind can be 

measured by how fast a pinwheel is spinning. The pinwheels on our Wind Day spun very fast 

which equaled strong wind.
• A recognition of how wind can become energy that is useful. Bird use wind to fly, wind can 

move a kite, a car, or a ship. People can blow things and move them like wind. People can 

use the energy from wind or wind machines to make things move. More wind equals more 

energy or more impact on the object.

• Still lacking understanding about design principles for effectively capturing wind energy and 

using it effectively to do work. While the children did understand that the wind could move 

the car, they were not yet able to figure out ways to use or capture the wind energy most 

effectively. 

SRQ1: How do preschool students perceive wind energy?



Conclusions: 
SRQ2: How do pre-service educators perceive planning and implementing 

energy education for young children?

• Pre-service educators have had personal and even educational experiences related to the concept of wind. However, 

they learned through this process, that it is very important to have an appropriate breadth and depth of content 

knowledge in order to facilitate effective learning experiences for young children.

• Having the opportunity to plan and implement lessons in authentic situations increases a pre-service educator’s 

application of content knowledge.

• Relationships are vital when planning, implementing, and assessing young children.

• It is very important to assess young children using multiple forms of representation. Lessons must be planned based 

on children’s prior knowledge and existing schema, not on assumptions about what young children know. 

Sometimes, children’s prior knowledge, experiences, and conceptions can be surprising such as the idea that wind is 

scary.

• Brainstorming, collaboration, and a revision process with peers can generate developmentally appropriate, 

innovative, and impactful lesson planning and implementation. Although care must be taken to ensure that 

foundational content is covered and lessons flow from basic to complex.

• Flexibility is a vital disposition for educators of young children, both in planning and implementation.
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